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Abstract
Traditional ferroelectrics undergo thermally-induced phase transitions whereby their
structural symmetry increases. The associated higher-symmetry structure is dubbed
paraelectric. Ferroelectric transition metal dichalcogenide bilayers have been recently
shown to become paraelectric, but not much has been said of the atomistic configuration of such a phase. As discovered through numerical calculations that include
molecular dynamics here, their paraelectricity can only be ascribed to a time average
of ferroelectric phases with opposing intrinsic polarizations, whose switching requires
macroscopically large areas to slip in unison.
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Ferroelectrics are ubiquitous within capacitors, 1 and could also be of use on neuromorphic
computers. 2 Ferroelectricity arises on materials lacking a center of inversion and layered materials offer two novel pathways to induce ferroelectricity: (a) by thinning down, 3–5 or (b) by
applying a relative rotation and/or sliding. 6–10 Sustained experimental and theoretical efforts
to characterize layered ferroelectrics focus on (i) the atomistic nature of the ferroelectric-toparaelectric two-dimensional phase transition, and (ii) the deployment of critical temperature
(TC ) trends.
And thus, the ferroelectic to paraelectric phase transition for a family of ferroelectrics
created by the thinning down of their layered bulk and known as group-IV monochalcogenide
monolayers (IVMMLs) 3,11–13 is facilitated by the rotation of individual metal-chalcogen
dimers within a given monolayer 14 taking place within a sub-picosecond timeframe. 11,15–17
On the other hand, experimental work on ferroelectrics created by the relative rotation
and/or sliding of two monolayers 18–23 (type (b) ferroelectrics) is relatively newer, 9,10 but Liu
and coworkers have demonstrated a transition from a ferroelectric configuration (one in which
the intrinsic electric dipole moment P is finite) onto a paraelectric one (in which P = 0) at
finite temperature unequivocally, creating electronic devices based on 3R transition metal
dichalcogenide bilayers (TMDBs) 24,25 for this purpose. 9
What must atoms do to turn those bilayers from ferroelectric (P 6= 0) to paraelectric
(P = 0)? In other words, what is the atomistic structure of the experimentally verified
paraelectric phase of TMDBs 9 ? The mechanism, unveiled here, turns out to be a realization
of brownian motion on a honeycomb lattice. 26
We start reviewing the two stacking configurations for the TMDB, known as 2H, or 3R.
The discussion includes energy landscapes and a comparison of global and local energy minima. Molecular dynamics (MD) calculations with force fields designed via machine-learning
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are deployed for four TMDBs at multiple temperatures afterwards. Those calculations reveal
that the ferroelectric to paraelectric two-dimensional structural transformation is facilitated
by sliding events on the honeycomb lattice, with polarization P changing direction at every
discrete step. TC is shown to be proportional to predetermined energy barriers. Conclusions
are provided at the end.
MoS2 , WS2 , MoSe2 , and WSe2 bilayers were studied. Pending a detailed description of
Methods, this computational study was divided in two subcategories: (i) zero-temperature
density functional theory (DFT) calculations that utilize a plane wave set were performed
to determine relative structural energies, as well as the vibrational properties of transition
metal dichalcogenide bilayers, and (ii) finite temperature MD calculations that relied on a
DFT numerical atomic orbital basis set for efficiency, from which machine-learned classical
interatomic potentials were obtained.
The studied materials were ordered by their mean atomic number Z̄, defined as 1/3

P

i

Zi ,

where Zi is the atomic number of any of the three atoms in a given monolayer unit cell. Table
1 displays Z̄ and the energy cost ∆E to modify the bilayer from a 2H configuration onto the
3R one. ∆E increases with Z̄. The rotation process can be found as Supporting Information
(SI).
When comparing our results against experimental ones, one must remember that the 3R
rotated bilayer is buried within a bulk sample in the latter case: a TMD sample is cleaved by
a shear strain that induces a relative rotation of the two cleaved parts, which remain bound
after the mechanical manipulation. In this study, on the other hand, a bilayer exposed to
vacuum on both ends is being considered. We are unaware of the experimental observation of
spontaneous rotations of a 3R bilayer system back onto the 2H ground state: the mechanical
energy utilized to rotate exceeds any thermally activated barrier to undergo a macroscopic
in-sync rotation of half a layered material. Here, periodic boundary conditions preclude the
two layers from undergoing relative rotations.
Figure 1(a) shows the energy that it takes for two layers in the 2H WSe2 bilayer to slide
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with respect to one another, while a similar plot on Figure 1(b) corresponds to the 3R WSe2
bilayer. The multiple (purple) minima on Figure 1(a) encode ground state, centrosymmetric
2H bilayer configurations, and the dashed diamond indicates the area of a unit cell. The 2H
bilayer also displays a shallow local minima, seen on a light blue color on Figure 1(a). The
√
distance from the global minima to the nearest local minima is a0 / 3, with a0 the bilayer’s
lattice constant.
Figure 1(c) is a one-dimensional cut of the energy landscape, taken along the white
horizontal line displayed on Figure 1(a). Scaling the horizontal axis by their respective
a0 , the plot includes energetics for the MoS2 , WS2 , and MoSe2 2H bilayers; each plot was
vertically displaced by 400 K/u.c. for an easier comparison.
√
There is a tall energy barrier located at about 2/3 of 3a0 on Figure 1(c). Each subplot
on Figure 1(c) also displays a global minima labeled 1, and a local minima labeled 2. In
between these minima, there is a smaller energy barrier J2H that decreases with Z̄ (Figure
1(e)).
Figure 1(b) highlights the energy landscape of the 3R WSe2 bilayer, which contains
periodically-spaced and degenerate local mimima (see Table 1). The two degenerate minima
are labeled A and B, and the point at the height of the local barrier is dubbed C in that
middle subplot. 4,11,15,27,28 Similarly, the energy barrier was called J3R , and each trace was
displaced by 400 K/u.c. for easy comparison. Unlike ferroelectric IVMMLs that have ordersof-magnitude tunability of their energy barriers with chemical composition, 11 J3R remains
order-of-magnitude similar for all studied compounds here. Its magnitude–above 100 K/u.c.–
precludes quantum tunneling among wells, 28,29 so that traversing from one local minima to
the nearest one can be understood as a classical process.
Both local minima A and B on Figure 1(b) lead to a non-centro-symmetric bilayer
structure with a net electric dipole moment P 18–23 (Figure 1(f)). Unlike IVMMLs which
have an in-plane P 3,13,15,17 (i.e., P pointing along their periodic direction), the 3R bilayers
have an out-of-plane P when at their local minima configurations (see insets on Figure 1(b)).
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The Berry phase approach for intrinsic polarization 30 was applied on a periodic bulk bilayer
configuration, and its value multiplied by the lattice constant along the direction parallel to
P to report two-dimensional values.
While the contents of Figure 1 were obtained with a DFT tool that utilizes plane waves
to expand electronic states 31–33 and employed exchange-correlation potentials to describe
crucial van der Waals forces without empirical fitting parameters, 34,35 this approach is prohibitive for MD calculations with trajectories spanning a micro-second, and we use machinelearning-based interatomic forces based on moment tensor potentials (MTPs) for that purpose. 36–42 Those are based on a different DFT tool 43,44 that includes van der Waals interactions semi-empirically, 45 and whose results are now discussed.
Dashed curves on Figure 1(d) were obtained with the DFT code from which machinelearning force fields are obtained, while dash-dot curves are obtained using the machinelearned force fields. Discrepancies among these two curves are minimal around the small
barrier J3R . On the other hand, careful analyses have shown a co-dependency of energy
barriers on exchange-correlation potentials 4,16 and on the DFT code employed. In that
sense, the values of TC to be reported here should not be considered quantitative predictions
for experiment, but order-of-magnitude correct only. 4 The observed phenomenology is the
important contribution here.
Figure 2 was designed to posit an unusual hypothesis within ferroelectrics: Indeed, Figure
2(a) displays a “common” energy landscape for ferroelectrics having two energy minima. In
most cases, a structural order parameter such as a distance or an angle ∆α 3,27 can be linearly
linked to P , so that the horizontal axis can be thought of representing either the structural
order parameter of P interchangeably. 4,11,27 This energy landscape is aperiodic: there are
tall confining energy walls, constraining the order parameter from moving too far away from
the local minima. As a result, average quantities computed on the landscape coalesce to
definite values as the energy barrier J is overcome. (Considering ∆α, its value turns to zero
at a certain TC .)
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On the other hand, and quite distinctly, the energy landscape on Figure 1(b)–reproduced
over a larger spatial region on Figure 2(b)–displays a periodically-placed, macroscopically
large number of energy minima (an infinite number for an ideal crystal). This must be
so because, after all, transition metal dichalcogenides are dry lubricants. This picture is
markedly different from the one presented on Figure 2(a) and employed in Refs. 9 and, 23 in
which a double-well energy functional is still being considered and for which a single, definite
paraelectric atomistic configuration can be created. Such realization is the main point of this
Letter. Indeed, the emerging picture for paraelectric phenomena on TMDBs (Figure 2(b)) is
one in which temperature rises sufficiently enough such that the barrier J3R can be traversed
by all atoms on a macroscopic monolayer; something that might be statistically rare, and
unlike anything seen before within the fields of two-dimensional phase transtions 46 and
ferroelectrics 47 . There is a plethora of possible local minima structures to jump from/to, as
opposed to just two, which would be the case on a Landau theory.
The picture presented on Figure 2(b)–in which monolayers slide in discrete steps along
a honeycomb lattice–is true: working with MoS2 bilayers, it was demonstrated that a shear
phonon mode can be activated to change polarization. 21 It is shown here that shear can be
thermally activated to effect paraelectric behavior, 9 and the responsible vibration mode is
shown as SI.
The trained MTPs were used to simulate a 3R WSe2 bilayer for up to one microsecond
of MD evolution with a 10 femtosecond time step; a runtime orders of magnitude larger
than those reported for other 2D ferroelectrics before. 11,15,27 In more detail, classical MD
calculations employing the NVT ensemble (one in which the number of atoms, containing
volume, and target temperature are kept fixed) were performed on a 5×5×1 supercell that
contains 150 atoms. The target temperature was set with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. The
use of an NVT ensemble as opposed to the NPT ensemble 4,11,15,27,28 is due to the fact
that TMDs are sturdier than other 2D materials that undergo rectangular-to-square phase
transformations 16 and no significant in-plane compression is to be expected.
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Prior experience indicates a relation among an energy barrier J and TC of the form
TC ' 1.5J, when J is expressed in K/u.c. 4,27,28 The moment tensor potential (MTP) value
for J3R on Figure 1(b) turned out to be 319 K/u.c., which suggests a TC near 478 K. To
verify such hypothesis, 1 µs calculations were ran at ten distinct target temperatures (100,
200, 300, 400, 460, 480, 490, 500, 510, and 530 K).
At each MD frame, we tracked the instantaneous temperature T and the average separation hrM −M i = (hr1,M −M i, hr2,M −M i, hr3,M −M i) among the two closest metal atoms at each
unit cell, out of the 25 individual unit cells that are available at each frame. Three such vectors are schematically shown at an inset on Figure 3(a), and projections onto the x and z−
axes can be found on Figure 4(a). When temperatures are in between 100 and 480 K (subplots 3(a) through 3(e)), distances among metal atoms remain on track, with fluctuations of
the order of ∼0.14 Å. The lattice constant for the 3R WSe2 bilayer turned out to be 3.402 Å,
yielding the following vectors among the nearest local minima (purple points) on Figure 1(b):
s1 = (1.964, 0.000, 0.000) Å, s2 = (−0.982, 1.701, 0.000) Å, and s3 = (−0.982, −1.701, 0.000)
Å, respectively, where the letter s stands for sliding. These vectors are facilitated as an inset
on Figure 3(e).
At 490 K (Figure 3(f)), numerical averages indicate a sudden, discrete sliding from one
degenerate minima onto a nearest one at location s2 (see Figure 3(e) for a definition of
vectors s1 , s2 , and s3 ). Two atomistic snapshots, one taken at 0.1 µs and the other at 0.1
µs and displayed on Figure 4, verify a sliding event in which all atoms on a given monolayer
moved in unison, while their side views confirm that a swap of polarization P has taken
place 9,10,18,20,21 i.e., changing from up to down. Figure 3 confirms the hypothesis that a
paraelectric 3R TMDB is a time-average of swapping ferroelectric structures.
With increasing temperature (subplots 3(g) to 3(i)), one continues to see sudden jumps
that continue to confirm that the bilayer is exploring the infinite number of minima freely,
and we posit that TC is 490 K for the 3R WSe2 bilayer. This value is higher than the
experimentally reported one of 351 K, 9 but it is order-of-magnitude correct. The discrepancy
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can be used to revise and tune the exchange-correlation potential employed for the training
of the force field.
To the argument that the rare slippage events could occur at even lower temperatures if
one continues tracking the temporal evolution for longer times, one must recall that there
is an activation barrier J3R that must be overcome here, and that the relation among TC
and J for the 3R WSe2 bilayer just found is consistent with previous results on other 2D
ferroelectrics, which indicate a relation in between 1 and 2 among those two physical variables
when J is expressed in K/u.c. We show that every additional sliding event swaps P on the
SI.
Slippage events turn rarer as the supercell employed increase in size. The shear mode’s
probability diminishes when more atoms are used in simulations and prohibitive, larger than
the microsecond times reported here, are needed to capture those events. The paraelectricity
of 3R WSe2 bilayers occurs at a definite temperature experimentally, 9 and we are positing
that such observation may be a time-average of suddenly swapping ferroelectric configurations over long times. Experimental confirmation of our hypothesis may come from timeand spatially-resolved ferroelectric probes. 48–51 The relatively slow swapping time leading to
the paraelectric state here is to be contrasted with the few nanoseconds it takes for group-IV
monochalcogenide monolayers to turn paraelectric, 11 which is a hundred times faster.
This work ends with additional calculations to ascertain TC for WS2 , MoS2 , and MoSe2
3R bilayers following the procedure described on Figure 3 (SI), and we obtained TC = 180,
410, and 590 K, for the WS2 , MoS2 and the MoSe2 bilayers, respectively. The ratio TC /J3R
is plotted on Figure 5, showing a relation among those variables consistent with previous
finding for other 2D ferroelectrics (J3R < TC < 2J3R ). 27 Although specific values for TC
as obtained here may differ from experimental estimates, the novel phenomenology thus
described helps make sense of the observed paraelectric behavior of these chemically inert
and ultra-novel 2D ferroelectrics.
Proceeding by comparison with another family of 2D ferroelectrics, it has been shown that
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the “paraelectric phase” of 3R transition metal dichalcogenide bilayers is a time average over
large times of a sequence of ferroelectric configurations that swap polarization sequentially
over a periodic energy landscape. This conclusion is supported by a study of the energy
landscape, vibrational modes, and dedicated molecular dynamics calculations. These results
invite to rethink the atomistic and temporal nature of ferroelectrics made out of bilayers
that slide easily.

Methods
Zero-temperature calculations:
We used the VASP package 31–33 with projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials,
and the opt-PBE GGA exchange-correlation functional to account for van der Waals forces, 34,35
which was shown to provide accurate structural and energy barrier estimations for other 2D
ferroelectrics. 16 A Monkhorst-Pack mesh including 21 × 21 × 1 k-points, an energy convergence criterion of 10−8 eV, and a cutoff energy of 600 eV were utilized. All calculations
include dipole moment energy corrections along the direction perpendicular to the periodic
lattice, and the out-of-plane lattice constant was set to30 Å. Atomic positions and lattice
vectors were relaxed down to 10−2 eV/Å.
To calculate energy landscapes, we performed a rigid shift of the top monolayer from r = 0
to r = a1 + a2 , with a1 and a2 lattice vectors, and the total energy was determined selfconsistently for each structure along this translation. P is calculated following the standard
Berry-phase approach. 30
Ab initio calculations to train the classical force field (MTP) were performed with the
QuantumATK package, 43,44 where the Kohn-Sham (KS) Hamiltonian is represented on a
basis of double-zeta plus polarization (DZP) orbitals, using a density mesh cut-off of 105
Hartree, and a 4 Å k −point density along both a1 and a2 . Exchange-correlation interactions
were described with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization of the generalized
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gradient approximation (GGA), 52 with semiempirical Grimme DFT-D2 dispersion corrections. 45 We minimized the volume and atomic coordinates with energy, force and stress
criteria of 10−3 eV, 10−2 eV/Å, and 0.1 GPa, respectively.

Finite-temperature calculations:
We generated MTPs for MoS2 , MoSe2 , WS2 , and WSe2 3R bilayers, for which we used fully
relaxed hexagonal unit cells with lattice vectors a0 = 3.2274, 3.3846, 3.2242 and 3.4025 Å,
respectively, and replicated those to create initial 5×5×1 supercells. Each training set consisted of 142 system configurations, from which 42 are obtained with molecular dynamics
on the NPT ensemble with zero target pressure during 200 fs, after an NVT temperature
equilibration during 200 fs using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and a 1 fs time step. Temperature is set to 500 K, and snapshots are taken every 10 fs. The remaining configurations are
obtained from small random displacements to the atomic coordinates in the supercell with
up to 0.15 Å atomic rattling amplitude. Expanding/contracting the lattice vector within
±5% to 20% gave us additional structures for testing energetics.
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Table 1: Energy cost ∆E to turn the ground-state 2H bilayers onto the 3R ones. ∆E
increases with Z̄.
Chemical
Z̄
∆E
(K/u.c.)
formula
MoS2
24.667 +5.895
MoSe2
36.667 +21.619

Chemical
Z̄
∆E
formula
(K/u.c.)
WS2
35.333 +19.055
WSe2
47.333 +38.504
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Figure 1: Energy landscape for (a) 2H and (b) 3R WSe2 bilayers as a function of the relative
sliding among their constituent monolayers. (c) and (d): Cuts along a horizontal line on the
landscapes, in which local and global minima, as well as energy barriers (J2H and J3R ) for
multiple TMDBs are displayed. Solid lines were obtained with a plane-wave DFT method,
dashed lines on plot (d) are obtained with a DFT method using a localized basis set, and
dash-dot lines on (d) indicate the energy landscape as obtained from a classical force field
relying on machine-learning techniques. Relative energy differences among the 2H ground
state and the degenerate 3R minima are consistent with Table 1.
(e) and (f): Energy
barriers among local minima and the smallest energy barrier, and P for the local minima in
the 3R phase. P flips sign in going from one local minima to the nearest one.
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Figure 3: Demonstrating the temperature-activated relative sliding of the 3R WSe2 bilayer:
rM −M = (r1,M −M , r2,M −M , r3,M −M ) is the vector joining pairs of W atoms belonging to
opposite monolayers on the same unit cell (insets on subplot (a)), and its average over 25 unit
cells per frame is tracked as a function of time by blue, red, and black traces; r1,M −M = 0.00
Å, r2,M −M = 1.96 Å, and r3,M −M = 6.59 Å at zero temperature. Sliding events are observed
on subplots (f) through (i); the magnitude of those displacements is consistent with the
vectors drawn as an inset in subplot (e) which furnish a honeycomb lattice. We assign a
critical temperature TC to the temperature for which the first sliding event occurs within
the full one microsecond simulation time, understanding that P will become zero as a longtime-average. TC as extracted from these plots has a ± 10 K resolution. The sliding events
seen here validate the hypothesis raised on Figure 2(b).
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Snapshots during MD simulation of 3R WSe2 bilayer:
(a) 490 K, 0.1 µs
(b) 490 K, 0.9 µs
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Figure 4: Sliding 3R WSe2 bilayer at 490 K–in which P swaps sign–as seen from two MD
snapshots. The x− and y−components of rM −M are highlighted on a unit cell (r2,M −M is
nearly zero and not shown for that reason).
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account for the 10 K uncertainty on TC . This ratio can be utilized to quickly estimate TC
once the energy barrier J3R is known.
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